ACCESS PLAN

Coming from the Netherlands and Antwerp (E19): Follow direction Ring E40-Luik at the end of the highway E19. On the Ring you take exit Brussels-Luik-Leuven and continue following the direction Brussels. Take the tunnel at the end of the Highway direction Centre. At the Shuman Square take the second street on the right (rue de la Loi). At the big crossing with traffic lights turn left and take the tunnel. Get out at the second tunnel Louise. Go to the roundabout Louise and there you take the 3rd road on your right (Avenue Louise). Go straight on till the next roundabout (Stephanie Square). The hotel is a little further on your right handside.

Coming from France via Mons (E19): On the ring of Brussels follow E40 until to exit Koekelberg (between exit 11 and exit 10). Follow direction Centre. At the Basilica of Koekelberg take the tunnels direction Centre (+ 6km). Exit the tunnel at Louise. Go to the roundabout Louise and there you take the 3rd road on your right (Avenue Louise). Go straight on till the next roundabout (Stephanie Square). The hotel is a little further on your right handside.

Coming from Luxembourg and Namur (E411): Follow the direction Ring-E40-Luik. Stay on the right side and leave the Highway at the first exit. Take the Avenue de Tervuren direction Brussels through the woods. At the end of the avenue, get into the tunnel until you arrive on a 5 lane one way street (rue de la Loi). On the top turn left and take again the tunnels. Get out at the second tunnel Louise. Go to the roundabout Louise and there you take the 3rd road on your right (Avenue Louise). Go straight on till the next roundabout (Stephanie Square). The hotel is a little further on your right handside.

Coming from Germany and Liege (E40): Do not take the Ring, stay on the Highway. This road will take you into Brussels. Take the tunnel at the end of the Highway direction Centre. At the Shuman Square take the second street on the right (rue de la Loi). At the top of the hill turn left and take the tunnel. Get out at the second tunnel Louise. Go to the roundabout Louise and there you take the 3rd road on your right (Avenue Louise). Go straight on till the next roundabout (Stephanie Square). The hotel is a little further on your right handside.

Coming from England and Ostend (E40): Follow the E40 until the exit Koekelberg. At the Basilica of Koekelberg take the tunnels direction Centre. Exit the tunnel at Louise. Go to the roundabout Louise and there you take the 3rd road on your right (Avenue Louise). Go straight on till the next roundabout (Stephanie Square). The hotel is a little further on your right handside.